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Free ebook His robe or mine cabsda (2023)
mining has had a significant presence in every part of canada from the east to west coasts to the far north this book tells the stories of those who built canada s mining industry it highlights the
experiences of the people who lived and worked in mining towns across the country the rise of major mining companies and the emergence of toronto and vancouver as centres of global mining finance it
also addresses the devastating effects mining has had on indigenous communities and their land and documents several high profile resistance efforts mining country presents fascinating snapshots of
canadian mining past and present from pre contact indigenous copper mining and trading networks to the famous cariboo and klondike gold rushes generously illustrated with more than 150 visuals
drawn from every period of mining history this book offers a thorough account of the story behind the industry more than a century ago a prospector discovered gold at ontario s kirkland lake and a son
was born to british immigrants in saskatchewan the boy norman bell keevil went on to become a renowned scientist teacher and prospector discovering a small but high grade copper mine in ontario
parlaying that into control of the kirkland lake gold mine fifty years later he formed the fledgling mining company teck corporation in never rest on your ores keevil s son norman also a geoscientist
recounts how over the next fifty years a growing team of like minded engineers and entrepreneurs built canada s largest diversified mining company in candid detail he tells the story of a company and
its makers of the discovery and creation of mines of the mechanics of industry financing and of the role that mergers and acquisitions play in a volatile environment along the way he meets fascinating
captains of industry and politicians not only in canada but in the united states and around the world finding an ore body rock that holds valuable metals and minerals and promoting its development in
order to finance and create a mine most often in hard to access wilderness is complicated work comparable to locating and extracting a needle in a very messy haystack underlying this history is a
constant need to replenish the ore and this need drives the people involved drawing new lessons from the turbulent period between 2005 and 2023 this new edition of never rest on your ores is both
entertaining and instructive a rare insider s account of an industry that has been crucial to the building of this country mining in north america has long been criticized for its impact on the natural
environment mica jorgenson s the weight of gold explores the history of ontario canada s rise to prominence in the gold mining industry while detailing a series of environmental crises related to
extraction activities in ontario in 1909 the discovery of exceptionally rich hard rock gold deposits in the abitibi region in the north precipitated industrial development modeled on precedents in australia
south africa and the united states by the late 1920s ontario s mines had reached their maturity and in 1928 minister of mines charles mcrae called canada the mineral treasure house to the world mining
companies increasingly depended upon their ability to redistribute the burdens of mining onto surrounding communities a strategy they continue to use today both at home and abroad jorgenson
connects canadian gold mining to its international context revealing that ontario s gold mines informed extractive knowledge which would go on to shape canada s mining industry over the next century
compilation of information obtained primarily from a questionnaire sent to all companies concerned part 1 covers metal and industrial mineral mines and processing plants giving information on metal
mines and processing plants industrial mineral mines and processing plants and lime producers information includes the name of the operator location of the facility its capacity processes and products
part 2 covers nonferrous and precious metals metallurgical works that treat these ores and concentrates not listed are those companies that basically refine scrap and other secondary metals foundries
base bullion gold refineries associated with mines and fabricating plants part 3 covers primary iron and steel metallurgical works listing the facilities productive capacities and products there are also
separate sections on the steel pipe and tube industry and the iron powder and ferrite industry all information is current as of december 31 1981 this collection examines historical and contemporary social
economic and environmental impacts of mining on aboriginal communities in northern canada combining oral history research with intensive archival study this work juxtaposes the perspectives of
government and industry with the perspectives of local communities the mining industry continues to be at the forefront of colonial dispossession around the world it controls information about its
intrinsic costs and benefits propagates myths about its contribution to the economy shapes government policy and regulation and deals ruthlessly with its opponents brimming with case studies
anecdotes resources and illustrations unearthing justice exposes the mining process and its externalized impacts on the environment indigenous peoples communities workers and governments but most
importantly the book shows how people are fighting back whether it is to stop a mine before it starts to get an abandoned mine cleaned up to change laws and policy or to mount a campaign to influence
investors unearthing justice is an essential handbook for anyone trying to protect the places and people they love ce rapport est une compilation des données concernant les mines et les installations de
traitement au canada on y donne des renseignements qui concernent les mines et usines de traitement de métaux les mines et usines de traitement de minéraux industriels et les producteurs de chaux
au pays ces renseignements comprennent le nom des exploitants l emplacement de la mine ou de l usine sa capacité de production les procédés utilisés les produits et les autres détails qui revêtent un
intérêt particulier le rapport donne aussi la liste des principales usines métallurgiques au canada dans lesquelles on procède au traitement de minerais et de concentrés de métaux non ferreux et
précieux les sociétés à l affinage des rebuts et des autres matériaux de seconde fusion les fonderies les affineries de lingots d or de qualité inférieure connexes aux mines et les usines de fabrication ne
sont pas incluses this comprehensive survey provides an overview of canada s mining industry including its history geology and economic significance the book includes detailed descriptions of various
types of minerals and mining operations as well as maps and statistical data this is a must read for anyone interested in the history and economics of canada s mining industry this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
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within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant looks at the whitehorse mining initiative wmi an effort by the canadian mineral industry to forge alliances with other groups in order to revitalize the mineral industry attract
new investment and create agreement among major stakeholders such as the government and environmental groups first nations the mining industry and labor describes the implementation of wmi
discussing the changing public policy environment the growing use of alternative dispute resolution the challenges posed by consensus based processes in developing a common vision and the
implications of such processes for representative democracy annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or examines the nature and distribution of mining in canada land utilized and disturbed by
mining impacts of mining and land use conflicts and constraints a book written for lay readers interested in mining covers all aspects of mining in canada giving information on the science of mineral
extracting the fundamentals of geology the economics and finances of mining the working environment of miners an explanation of mineral markets the development of a mine and the risks involved in
mining includes many photographs charts fold out map and glossary of mining terms the gunnar mine mill and town site were built in a remote location in northern saskatchewan on the shore of lake
athabasca like most mining communities the town boomed first with construction workers and miners and later with families when the gunnar mill construction was completed in the fall of 1955 it
doubled canada s uranium production capacity by 1956 the gunnar mine was the largest uranium producer in the world the gunnar town site was built to serve the mine and mill and at one time had a
population of about 850 people by 1964 it was a ghost town the gunnar mine produced over 5 million tonnes of uranium ore nearly 4 4 million tonnes of mine tailings and an estimated 2 710 700 cubic
metres of waste rock following closure in 1964 the gunnar site was abandoned with little remediation and no reclamation being done it has been referred to as the second greatest environmental disaster
area in canada forty years would pass before the governments of saskatchewan and canada reached an agreement to fund the remediation clean up of the gunnar site and contracted the management of
the project to the saskatchewan research council src at the time of writing this book the clean up was well underway with several years of clean up activity remaining and a further expected 10 15 years
of monitoring activity before the site is expected to be released into a long term management and monitoring program this report provides concise information on the canadian mineral industry chapters
cover the following the early history of the industry the history of prospecting mineral exploration mineral production through the years exploration expenditures trends in rates costs of ore discovery ore
reserves the long term future of canadian mineral production the future of mineral exploration the canadian petroleum industry sulphur production and the principal mineral areas of canada



Mining Country 2021-09-07
mining has had a significant presence in every part of canada from the east to west coasts to the far north this book tells the stories of those who built canada s mining industry it highlights the
experiences of the people who lived and worked in mining towns across the country the rise of major mining companies and the emergence of toronto and vancouver as centres of global mining finance it
also addresses the devastating effects mining has had on indigenous communities and their land and documents several high profile resistance efforts mining country presents fascinating snapshots of
canadian mining past and present from pre contact indigenous copper mining and trading networks to the famous cariboo and klondike gold rushes generously illustrated with more than 150 visuals
drawn from every period of mining history this book offers a thorough account of the story behind the industry

Coal Mining in Canada 1996
more than a century ago a prospector discovered gold at ontario s kirkland lake and a son was born to british immigrants in saskatchewan the boy norman bell keevil went on to become a renowned
scientist teacher and prospector discovering a small but high grade copper mine in ontario parlaying that into control of the kirkland lake gold mine fifty years later he formed the fledgling mining
company teck corporation in never rest on your ores keevil s son norman also a geoscientist recounts how over the next fifty years a growing team of like minded engineers and entrepreneurs built
canada s largest diversified mining company in candid detail he tells the story of a company and its makers of the discovery and creation of mines of the mechanics of industry financing and of the role
that mergers and acquisitions play in a volatile environment along the way he meets fascinating captains of industry and politicians not only in canada but in the united states and around the world
finding an ore body rock that holds valuable metals and minerals and promoting its development in order to finance and create a mine most often in hard to access wilderness is complicated work
comparable to locating and extracting a needle in a very messy haystack underlying this history is a constant need to replenish the ore and this need drives the people involved drawing new lessons from
the turbulent period between 2005 and 2023 this new edition of never rest on your ores is both entertaining and instructive a rare insider s account of an industry that has been crucial to the building of
this country

Never Rest on Your Ores 2023-04-15
mining in north america has long been criticized for its impact on the natural environment mica jorgenson s the weight of gold explores the history of ontario canada s rise to prominence in the gold
mining industry while detailing a series of environmental crises related to extraction activities in ontario in 1909 the discovery of exceptionally rich hard rock gold deposits in the abitibi region in the north
precipitated industrial development modeled on precedents in australia south africa and the united states by the late 1920s ontario s mines had reached their maturity and in 1928 minister of mines
charles mcrae called canada the mineral treasure house to the world mining companies increasingly depended upon their ability to redistribute the burdens of mining onto surrounding communities a
strategy they continue to use today both at home and abroad jorgenson connects canadian gold mining to its international context revealing that ontario s gold mines informed extractive knowledge
which would go on to shape canada s mining industry over the next century

The Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Bulletin 1967-07
compilation of information obtained primarily from a questionnaire sent to all companies concerned part 1 covers metal and industrial mineral mines and processing plants giving information on metal
mines and processing plants industrial mineral mines and processing plants and lime producers information includes the name of the operator location of the facility its capacity processes and products
part 2 covers nonferrous and precious metals metallurgical works that treat these ores and concentrates not listed are those companies that basically refine scrap and other secondary metals foundries
base bullion gold refineries associated with mines and fabricating plants part 3 covers primary iron and steel metallurgical works listing the facilities productive capacities and products there are also
separate sections on the steel pipe and tube industry and the iron powder and ferrite industry all information is current as of december 31 1981



The Weight of Gold 2023-06-06
this collection examines historical and contemporary social economic and environmental impacts of mining on aboriginal communities in northern canada combining oral history research with intensive
archival study this work juxtaposes the perspectives of government and industry with the perspectives of local communities

... Metal Mines and Smelters in Canada 1915
the mining industry continues to be at the forefront of colonial dispossession around the world it controls information about its intrinsic costs and benefits propagates myths about its contribution to the
economy shapes government policy and regulation and deals ruthlessly with its opponents brimming with case studies anecdotes resources and illustrations unearthing justice exposes the mining process
and its externalized impacts on the environment indigenous peoples communities workers and governments but most importantly the book shows how people are fighting back whether it is to stop a
mine before it starts to get an abandoned mine cleaned up to change laws and policy or to mount a campaign to influence investors unearthing justice is an essential handbook for anyone trying to
protect the places and people they love

Coal Mines in Canada 1973
ce rapport est une compilation des données concernant les mines et les installations de traitement au canada on y donne des renseignements qui concernent les mines et usines de traitement de métaux
les mines et usines de traitement de minéraux industriels et les producteurs de chaux au pays ces renseignements comprennent le nom des exploitants l emplacement de la mine ou de l usine sa
capacité de production les procédés utilisés les produits et les autres détails qui revêtent un intérêt particulier le rapport donne aussi la liste des principales usines métallurgiques au canada dans
lesquelles on procède au traitement de minerais et de concentrés de métaux non ferreux et précieux les sociétés à l affinage des rebuts et des autres matériaux de seconde fusion les fonderies les
affineries de lingots d or de qualité inférieure connexes aux mines et les usines de fabrication ne sont pas incluses

Gold Mines in Canada [1932]- 1932
this comprehensive survey provides an overview of canada s mining industry including its history geology and economic significance the book includes detailed descriptions of various types of minerals
and mining operations as well as maps and statistical data this is a must read for anyone interested in the history and economics of canada s mining industry this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant

Quarterly Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute 2005
looks at the whitehorse mining initiative wmi an effort by the canadian mineral industry to forge alliances with other groups in order to revitalize the mineral industry attract new investment and create
agreement among major stakeholders such as the government and environmental groups first nations the mining industry and labor describes the implementation of wmi discussing the changing public
policy environment the growing use of alternative dispute resolution the challenges posed by consensus based processes in developing a common vision and the implications of such processes for
representative democracy annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or



The Mine, Quarry and Metallurgical Record of the United States, Canada and Mexico 1897
examines the nature and distribution of mining in canada land utilized and disturbed by mining impacts of mining and land use conflicts and constraints

Mining and Mineral Processing Operations in Canada 1994
a book written for lay readers interested in mining covers all aspects of mining in canada giving information on the science of mineral extracting the fundamentals of geology the economics and finances
of mining the working environment of miners an explanation of mineral markets the development of a mine and the risks involved in mining includes many photographs charts fold out map and glossary
of mining terms

Mining and Mineral Processing Operations in Canada, 1980 1982
the gunnar mine mill and town site were built in a remote location in northern saskatchewan on the shore of lake athabasca like most mining communities the town boomed first with construction workers
and miners and later with families when the gunnar mill construction was completed in the fall of 1955 it doubled canada s uranium production capacity by 1956 the gunnar mine was the largest uranium
producer in the world the gunnar town site was built to serve the mine and mill and at one time had a population of about 850 people by 1964 it was a ghost town the gunnar mine produced over 5 million
tonnes of uranium ore nearly 4 4 million tonnes of mine tailings and an estimated 2 710 700 cubic metres of waste rock following closure in 1964 the gunnar site was abandoned with little remediation
and no reclamation being done it has been referred to as the second greatest environmental disaster area in canada forty years would pass before the governments of saskatchewan and canada reached
an agreement to fund the remediation clean up of the gunnar site and contracted the management of the project to the saskatchewan research council src at the time of writing this book the clean up
was well underway with several years of clean up activity remaining and a further expected 10 15 years of monitoring activity before the site is expected to be released into a long term management and
monitoring program

Mining and Communities in Northern Canada 2015
this report provides concise information on the canadian mineral industry chapters cover the following the early history of the industry the history of prospecting mineral exploration mineral production
through the years exploration expenditures trends in rates costs of ore discovery ore reserves the long term future of canadian mineral production the future of mineral exploration the canadian
petroleum industry sulphur production and the principal mineral areas of canada

Benchmarking the Energy Consumption of Canadian Open-pit Mines 2005-01-01

Unearthing Justice 2019-09-12

Mining Practice and Costs at the Vipond Mine, Timmins, Ontario, Canada 1931



Monthly Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute 1920

Economic Minerals, and Mining Industries of Canada 1925

Mines et usines de traitement de minéraux au Canada, 1995 1996

Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada 1913

Mineral Bulletin 1991

Transactions of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and the Mining Society of Nova Scotia 1966

Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute 1914

Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada 2023-07-18

Canadian Suppliers of Mining Goods and Services 2000

Minerals in Canada 1978

Report on the Canadian Gold Fields, and the Best Means of Their Development 1865

The Mining Laws of Canada 1924



A Stake in the Future 1997

Mining, Land Use, and the Environment: A review of mine reclamation activities in Canada 1983

Mining and Mineral Processing Operations in Canada, 1997 1998-01

Mining Explained 1990-01-01

Gunnar Uranium Mine 2016-12-23

Quarterly Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute 1926

Mine-Rescue Work in Canada 2002

A History of Mining and Mineral Exploration in Canada and Outlook for the Future 2004

The Best Miners in the World 1908

Report on the Mining and Metallurgical Industries of Canada, 1907-1908 1995

Coal Mining in Canada 1912

The Transactions of the Canadian Mining Institute
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